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WhatWhat isis a a ScamScam??

• Nuclear Trafficking Scams are situations where 
the scam artist(s) offer something (material or 
information) that is not what he/she/they 
represent it to be

• Examples:
• Attempts to sell fake nuclear material

• The offered material may not be nuclear material or may be 
of a lower grade

• The offered material may not actually exist
• Radioactive material may be offered as nuclear material
• A small sample of actual nuclear material may be offered, 

but the bulk material may be something else
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WhatWhat isis a a ScamScam??

• Examples (continued):
• Attempts to sell radioactive material

• The offered material may not be radioactive
• The offered material may not actually exist
• Radioactive material may be of a different type and activity 

level, or could be of a much smaller quantity
• Attempts to sell false information about nuclear 

activities, plans, etc.
• “Buy what’s in the picture” to get it off the market
• Pay me/us a reward for information
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WhatWhat isis a a ScamScam??

Always remember that although it may be a 
scam, it may be---

Dangerous
Radioactively, Toxically, or 

involve Explosive and/or 
Firearm Hazards
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WhatWhat isis a a ScamScam??

Because, we can’t forget that---

Scam Artists Are Criminals
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Types of  Types of  ScamsScams

• One-of-a-Kind Scams

• May have some typical indicators (e.g. purity 
claims, toxic markings, source of material 
tales, radiation sickness claims)

• Frequently Seen, or “Classic” Scams
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ExamplesExamples of of ClassicClassic ScamsScams

• Red Mercury

• Osmium (particularly Osmium 187)

• Gauges 

• “Suitcase” Nukes

• African Uranium

• Afghanistan/Pakistan Uranium

• Philippines Uranium

• Southeast Asian Uranium
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RedRed MercuryMercury

• Red Mercury (or sometimes “RM 20-20,” “P-
20,” etc.) is said to be a secret material that is 
highly prized as a nuclear material.  It is 
sometimes described as being fissile material, 
and sometimes described as enhancing the 
yield of a nuclear device, or enabling the 
design of small nuclear devices.

• Impressive paperwork may be involved in a 
Red Mercury scam.
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RedRed MercuryMercury

Red Mercury scams date from at least 1985
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RedRed MercuryMercury

• Although there are some red colored mercury 
compounds, Red Mercury is a total myth.

• Mythical Red Mercury may have been used as 
part of money laundering schemes.

• Simply put, Red Mercury does not exist.
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RedRed MercuryMercury

Because it doesn’t exist, Red Mercury scams often involve 
certificates or analyses purporting to show authenticity
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RedRed MercuryMercury

So, if Red Mercury doesn’t exist, can we just 
ignore scams that claim to involve Red 
Mercury?

No!  Many scam artists may believe that what 
they have is Red Mercury—what they have may 
be radioactive and/or dangerous

Example:  Thai ex-military officer attempted to 
sell many kilograms of Red Mercury—had a 
source holder with Cs-137
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OsmiumOsmium

• In contrast to Red Mercury, Osmium is a 
real material, but it has no use in nuclear 
weapons.  Also, there are no long-lived 
radioactive isotopes of Osmium.

• Osmium (Os) is a rare platinide element.  
It is the densest element found in nature 
and Os-187 is radiogenic (created in the 
radioactive decay of Re-187, but it is not 
radioactive.
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OsmiumOsmium

• Osmium may be legally bought and sold.
• Its primary use is in applications where 

hard dense material is needed, such as in 
pen tips, etc.
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GaugesGauges

• Empty or loaded commercial gauges are 
often involved in scams—represented 
either as nuclear devices, nuclear 
material, or as a holder for materials
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SuitcaseSuitcase NukesNukes

• Legend arises from man-portable nuclear 
devices in U.S. and U.S.S.R stockpiles in the 
Cold War.

• Generically they are ADMs- Atomic Demolition 
Munitions.

• There are repeated allegations that Russian 
ADMs have been stolen. 

• There are ongoing reports that the “Russian 
Mafia,” and/or Chechen rebels and/or other 
groups have bought these weapons.
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SuitcaseSuitcase NukesNukes

• The legend of “Suitcase Nukes” missing or for 
sale traces back to statements made by 
Russian General Alexandr Lebed.

• Lebed was killed in a helicopter crash in 2002 
after stating that his earlier statements were in 
error.

• There is no credible evidence that any ADMs
have ever been out of control.

• However, newspapers and magazines regularly 
repeat these allegations and they become 
fodder for scammers.
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African Uranium African Uranium ScamsScams

• These scams involve sales of alleged Highly 
Enriched Uranium (HEU) that is typically said 
to have originated in Africa in Dem. Republic of 
Congo.

• Other than South Africa there is no evidence of 
HEU in Africa.

• Scam sales often involve metal plates with 
markings “MTK,” and may have lightning bolts 
and purity allegations such as “99.995.”
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African Uranium African Uranium ScamsScams

• Other scams have involved “frictionless”
material in small bars, sometimes similar to 
ingots, that may be marked as U235 or U238.  
These often are housed in a long rectangular 
holder sometimes labelled “Nuclear Sheath.”

• There are continuing concerns about illegal 
uranium mining at Shinkolobwe that fuel 
scams.

• Fake source holders (and real ones) are often 
involved in African scams.
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Afghanistan/Pakistan Uranium Afghanistan/Pakistan Uranium 
ScamScam

• The scam involves sale of alleged Highly 
Enriched Uranium (HEU) that is said to have 
been left in Afghanistan by Soviet forces.

• Typically involves small dense containers with 
crude Cyrillic markings.
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Afghanistan/Pakistan Uranium Afghanistan/Pakistan Uranium 
ScamScam

• Afghan Scam II will probably start when NATO 
forces leave Afghanistan and the container 
markings will be in English.
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Philippine Philippine ScamsScams

• Like the Afghan scams 
these scams involve  
attempts to sell alleged 
HEU.  The stories vary, 
but they often involve 
crashed U.S. aircraft or 
sunken ships, or material 
from U.S. nuclear-
powered.
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SoutheastSoutheast AsiaAsia Uranium Uranium ScamsScams

• Typically occur in Vietnam, Thailand, Laos 
and/or Cambodia.

• Typically story is that the material was left by 
U.S. forces after Vietnam War. However, some 
material is marked USSR instead of USA.

• Typically involve several thin rectangular 
plates.

• Material is probably depleted uranium 
counterweights from crashed US aircraft of the 
Vietnam era.
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SummarySummary
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SummarySummary

• Scams need to be evaluated.

• Scams can be dangerous.  Even if no 
nuclear material is involved, dangerous 
levels of radioactivity or other hazards 
can be encountered.

• Scams should be reported (e.g. 
attempted sales) to the ITDB
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